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Chimera states

What are they?

Stationary patterns in networks of coupled 
oscillators with coexisting regions of 
synchronous and asynchronous oscillation.

Why are they surprising?

They can occur even in the absence of 
structural heterogeneities!

Why are they important?

They occur in a variety of real world systems 
and pose a threat to synchrony due to their 
bistability with the fully synchronized state.
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Continuum limit
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Numerical results

Time to destination for 𝜌1 = 𝜌2 = 0.566Probability of a chimera 
for uniform random 𝜌1, 𝜌2, 𝜓
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Analytical results

• There are three stable equilibria
• Two chimeras: 𝐃𝐒, 𝐒𝐃
• Fully synchronized state: 𝐒𝐒𝟎

• Trajectories spiral around one of 
two invariant rays
• 𝑅0: 𝜌1 = 𝜌2, 𝜓 = 0

• 𝑅𝜋: 𝜌1 = 𝜌2, 𝜓 = 𝜋

• Trajectories are attracted to two 
invariant surfaces
• 𝑆1: 𝜌1 = 1

• 𝑆2: 𝜌2 = 1
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Minimal perturbations

Predictions from 
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Insights about the basin structure

• Chimeras are most prevalent when 𝛼 is near 
𝜋

2
(Hamiltonian limit).

• The unpredictability of the system comes from the nested spiral basin 
structure near the 𝑅𝜋 manifold. 

• Elsewhere, the basins have finite width and therefore the final state is 
robust to small perturbations.

• Basin boundaries in finite systems are more complex but possess 
some of the same structure.

• The continuum results provide insight that facilitates control of finite 
systems.



Open questions

• Do these insights into the basin structure generalize to networks with 
more clusters? 

Maybe, the invariant rays and surfaces persist with additional clusters.

• Are the basin boundaries robust to heterogeneities in the coupling 
network topology? 

At least some of the boundaries are, since chimeras persist even if links are 
removed. Laing, et al. Chaos (2012)

• What is the optimal control strategy for dynamic switching between 
chimera and sync states? 



Thank you for coming!
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